axon guidance(3.66211750441785e-08);cell division(1.07942479554722e-21);establishment or maintenance of cell polarity(0.000355409196739185);microtubule anchoring(0.000151369603879024);microtubule nucleation(1.85532748848651e-05);microtubule organizing center organization(9.31947268647938e-07);mitotic prometaphase(1.2831663561912e-12);negative regulation of microtubule depolymerization(2.66604448071471e-06) Supplementary Table S3 . Proposed cellular localization and colocalization of NEK7 with its interacting partners throughout the cell cycle. Endogenous proteins were accessed by immunofluorescence and their localization in the main structures through the cell cycle is described in the table.
